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,We Americans Are a Funny Breed

Left to right: Ted White, C1111ski Kumano, Jeanie Karns, Joanne Pratt, Masmachl Kumano,
and
Anzaione
Dan
Rosalie
Willey. photo
Dwight Bent.! Why did Dean Paul M. Pitman resign?

We are the world’s greatest publicists and salesmen. We have
hundreds of drives every week all over the country. We spend millions
of dollars on advertising campaigns like "Movies are Better Than Ever".
Yei we somehow manage lo almost completely ignore a cam,
IN.,ign like the current "What’s Right With America" drive, beiny
..Congratillations keep moving
tponsored by the Kiwanis club.
please" %x ill he the vords of Pres"What’s Right with America"
a tabloid newspaper can hardl/ ident 1. W. MacQuarrie Friday
sum it up. A 24-volume set of encyclopedias could only scratch thc , afternoon as the administration
undergoes the tremendous task of
surface.
issuing more than 1300 diplomas at
We must experience America. We must feel it with all of ou, the anmial Spartan stadium (Act.senses; sishi, smell, hearing, tasting, ard feeling.
J. R.
eises

Four Little Words
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SJS Personalities Who Made News_
Davi. Down. nen ly-e!eeteti Apre.y. likfs his pretlere4sor
Schaeffer, lifis led an at hie col-

4Pft
President T. W. MacQuarrie’s
chief aim during the past year
as the raising of building funds
for new school additions.

lege life and has shown’ 1,41od
leadership finalities.
Down ’attended the meeting of
the Pacific Student Presidents’

Than Paul Pitman, a friend
of students for more than a decade, leaves to assume the post

association at Yosemite.
Working on a solid platform,

of president at the College of
Idaho. See story page 2.

Down figures to devote much of
his time to the Health program.,

Jason little %all lead AWS
rsar. Elected ioresiftent of the
organization, Joan is not /11.1V
to (hi’ job. She substituted for
Marilyn Zeller during the winter quarter while the latter MIS
completing ber student teaching.
The popular co-ed plans a busy
year for AWS members,

f,b
Terminating an active college
career, Don Schaeffer. ex-ASB
president and Spartan boxer,
has distinguished himself In every field of endeavor.

les
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Dean Pitman Tells Reasons
For His SJS Resignation
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By HELEN DAVIS
Sisierlisa Daily Future Editor

New experiences, problems,
and opportunities offered Dean of
Men Paul M. Pitman through the
presidency of the College of Idaho
helped him decide to resign his
position at San Jose State college
and journey to Idaho. He becomes
the fourth president of the College
of Idaho when he is inaugurated
to that position Oct. 14.
Dean Pitman recently expreesed the reasons for his.
resignation.
"After four years of Junior
college administration, I came
toSan Jose in 1939, eager for
a personal relationship with students as individuals. I have
found what I sought," he said.
"Why do I leave? Because I
want to keep on growing. Students in ...Idaho arc no different
from students in California, but a
new experience with new problems
and new opportunities cannot fail
to keep a man on tiptoe.
"Each of us wants above all else
to be creative. A college of my
own will provide both an occasion
and an added incentive for creative endeavor," Dean Pitman continued.
"It had been my conviction
that personality is the most
precious element in the universe
that every man is better than
hi, behavior, mare able than his

There’s something about workPublished deity by the Associated Students of San Jose State college, except Saturday and
ing on the Daily that makes us
Sunday durino the college year with on* issue during each final examination week
appreciate people, because that is
Member
what our main job of work is
people and what they do, or have
done, or will do on this campus.
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Cellos street.
We learn to appreciate people,
S.
First
Printing
Co.,
1445
street. San Jose
Press of the Globe
even when they gripe us and make
211
Editorial, Est. 210
Advertising Dept., Ext.
Telephones: CVpreas 4 -6414
us want to write some snide, LouSubscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter for non ASB card holders. ella Parsons sort of thing.
- We learn to appreciate the
MILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager
BOB SK!LLICORNEditor
Jack Russell I Sports Editor
Dan HruLy rats rah boys, the temperamenNsisvs Editor
tal professors, the department
Bev Lymburner Society Editor
Florence Ross
Desk Chief
Bill Raver recretaries, the soror:ty gals and
Editorial, Photo Editor Wally Wnzel Wire Editor
fraternity boys, the scholars, the
Helen Davis
Feature Wise,
Make-up Editors Bruce Brotzman, Fred Burbank. Sam Goldman, Charlisen Little. publicity hounds, the jokers, the
Donnie Nunes, Marion Summers.
kids and married couples going
Copy Desk
Bruce Brottnose, Fred Burbank. Sam Goldman. Ron Marcus, Ross through on a shoestring
Massey, Horner Slitter, Thad Spinola.
We learn to appreciate the
Reporters Jack Angius, Firmo Cembianice, Bill Chambers, Edward Conkle, Bar- hopes and drives and goals of all
bara Deenty, John Dremel, William Epler, Francis Errota, Albert Grossi, these people, for we are teained by
Moses De Gums*, Roy Kolbe’s, Alen Long, Tom Murph:ne, Ls Verne
Potts. Douglas Prestag, Edward Roper. Elmer Rodrigues, Jeann Thomas, experts- to -work with and understand human personalities.
Jerome Thomas.
We learn to appreciate each
ADVERTISING STAFF
other, working en a closely knit
Watson
.Beth
. .
Office Manager
team. We learn to admire good
Salesman Fred Allred, Jim Baker, Beverly Baler, John Berdeeos, Dick Biersch, writing,
good acting, good music,
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick Grassi,
Ralph Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Ray Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vin- and -good painting. We learn to
admire good sportsmanship and
cent Scampini, Frances Sterling.
groupness.
We learn to see facts and
events in headlines and type, but
In four years we learn -to see
beyond the notes on our scraps
of copy paper; beyond the who,
what, where and when into the
why and the how.
If we don’t learn these other
things: the stuff that makes the
human Interest stories, the columns, the Ueature yarns, Then we
FRANKrUPT (UP)
More
really aren’t ready to contribute
much to the world as reporters. than 90 per cent of German uniBecause we have learned alert- versity students would reject an
ness as part of our reportorial opportunity to become soldiers
approach, we sometimes have even if Germany had her own
gained deeper insights into the army and they could become offihappiness and the tragedies of cers, according to a public opinion
poll taken for the American High
these college days.
_
We have gained a strange Commission.
The poll questioned 560 students
sense of objectiveness and subjectis eness, a funny mixture from Erlangen and Munich Unithat makes our outlook one of versities of whom 70 per cent had
served in the Wehrmacht during
constant awareness.
We sometimes have appeared World War II.
Eighty per cent said they would
terribly lazy in classes, neglectin
;homework for the Daily. and the prefer a government which guar_coffee at Dave’s-- hut even those :nteecT human freedoms over a
periods of laxity have been -ones, govectunent which placed ecOnomic
security ahead of freedom.
of intense learning for us.
In comparison, 60 per cent of
For we have learned about people. Not everything about them,: the general public in the American
but enough to mirror their lives in zone said they preferred economic
front of them. Enough to want to security before human freedom.
Only 25 per cent of .the students
spend our lives writing about
were willing to admit that Gerthem.
many was responsible for the war,
whereas 37 per cent of the adult
general public in the American
zone recognized this guilt.

(Associated Code6iate Press

German Students
Had Enough War

JACK RUSSELL, new Spartan Daily editor for the fall quarter,
blows smoke from his filming Colt revolver, 1859 vintage, after
doing away with the spring term editor, Rob Skillicorn, and the
business manager, Milt Richards, whose bodies partially can be se:n.
Sam Francis, fall quarter business manager, measure* the bodies
photo by Stone
for size with his golden shovel.

Screech Owls Blitz
Oberlin Students

OBERLIN, 0. (UP)- -This college town has been blitzkrieged
by predatory, dive-bombing screech
owls which swoop down at night
on pedestrians.
Several students at Oberlin College reported being attacked by
these Stuka-owls end clawed on
the head. They said the bellicose
birds didn’t come out until after
nightfall and apparently nest in
the ivy that covers some of the
college buildings.
Tom West, a junior from Newton, -Mos., Was deeply cup over

A Phi 0 Brat ers
Each Will Marry

MORE THAN 90 students presented Dr. William Hermann*,
professor of modern languages, ssith a brief ease Friday at 12:30 to
honor him for his contribution to his German chivies.
THE PRESENTATION was made by Marty Moreau, Aenlor
history major, ms behalf of Dr. Hermann’s’ three sections of German.
DR. HERMANNS %sill leave next week for Europe:where he
will work with German educators In student exchange work, He
also will do ’tome private study hi -connection with a book of poems
goon to be published here.
MOREAU in his preliontation apeech expressed appreciation
for the classes to Dr. Hermann% for hi "sincerity and humanitarian
purpose and for his contribution to the general cultural background
of his students from the standpoint of is broader appreciation
of life."
- DR. HERMANNS tsill return to) San Jose State (4-41ege for
photo by Hildenbrandt
Fall Quarter classes.

Two Alpha Phi Omega brother..
will join another fraternity begM
ning next month. They’re getting
married.
A Phi 0 President Carl William
Ketchum, a senior, will exehar.w.
vows with Miss Erna Carolyo
Hafley, a sophomore, on .Sunday.
July 9, at the St. Francis Episcopal Church in San Francisco.
A Phi 0 member Melvin Leroy
Swensen will caper down the n
with Miss Nancy Jean ,Sparks n
week earlier, on Sunday thr r.r.
ond of July, at the Calvary Mdliodist Church in an Jose. Both
are former Spartan students.. ’

friends suspect, greater even
than be himself belleees.
’’These eleven years have vindicated that fisith. I have seen meit
women, .too rise
above
and
themselves in times of .crisis, even
in facing crises of their own making. The courage, loyalty, and
generosity displayed by students of
this college have provided the
major inspiration for my work
here," he concluded.
Dean Pitman will leave San Jose
on July 1 for Caldwell, Idaho, the
city in which the four ,ear liberal
arts college is located.
-
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Pay-As -You-Go Checks

wereerie0000000%01120I.

There’s no minimum balance
required, no monthly service
charge. You merely buy ten
blank cheeks for $1.00, use
them like any other checks,
and when they aro gone,
you get ten more.
The

First National Bank
of San Jose
Sleuth., I Metal Dror.11 Inour2nre

orp.

c

Hand Finished
For Men

Shoes

Featurihq
Prices

Patented
Styles

TOMORROW’S STYLES TODAY
San Jose
36 So. 1st St.
Stores in-e
Long Beach
San Francisco
Hollywood
Oakland
Portland
Sacramento
Seattle
Los Angeles

"For that
Special date
it’s
San Jose’s

Ppime 06
(PRIME RIB FROM THE CART)

FOR THE GRADUATE . . .
The most cherished gift of all, her
. engagement ring! This graduation, present
your sweetheart with a beautiful, brilliant
diamond. See our wonderful assortment of
gem stones, watches, and bracelets at Jules,
your Campus Jeweler.

Especially during summer srii:on,
OC1-EE and DONL1T!’:

DIERKS
371 West San

Carlos

:fitts dales for le wels"
""’
-21 East .Sania Clara greet

Whithall Wins Speech Contest
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400, will be presented with diplomas, credentials, and degrees by
Dr. MacQuarrie.

1300 Students
Get Diplomas
The 87ch annual San- Juae State
college June commencement exercises will serve to graduate the
largest class in the history of the
college. More than 1300 students
will receive their degrees this Friday at 4 p.m. Scene of the event
will be ,the Spartan ’stadium.
Cap and gowned Class of ’50
members will enter the stadium
to the strains of Eigar’s "Pomp
and Circumstance." Rev. Joyce
Wesley Farr, pastor’ of the First
Methodist church in San Jose, will
offer the invocation.
Highlight of the ceremonies will
be the presentation of the class
chels. ASB President Dave Down
will accept the gift on behalf of
the student body.
"The College Year" will be the
topic_iaL. the graduation _aditess
given by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie,
SJSC president. Presentation- of
candidates will be made by Dean
James C. DeVoss.
The class of 1950, which tops
The. list of SJSCJune commencement classes by a total of almost

Robert %Vilna11, center, was the winner of the first annual Klwanis club extemporaneous speaking contest Wed., June 14. The sophomore political science major spoke on the sub-topic "What is
right about the political party in the American political system?" David Tieck, left, radio speech
major, and Sam Datri, right, engineering major, were runner-ups to WhitaII in the contest, finishing
second and third, respectively. Tieck and Datri will present their speeches before the San Jose Kiwards club this Friday. WhitsII also was slated to speak, but %%ill be leaving for a national guard
San Jose News photo
camp immediately after finals and will not be able to give his speech.
-

"SUMMERTIMES"
Monday, ruly 3

SI’S Debate Team May Meet
Foreign Debaters Next Year
Mr. Wilbur,Luick, director of forensics, announced yesterday that
tentative plans to have a debate squad from either Oxford university
or Australia compete against a team from the college next year, if
enough student interest can be
obtained and if enough money is
received from Student Council.
Each year. foreign debate
learns, usually from Scotland, England, and Australia, tour the country, cOmpeting against , squads
from colleges throughout the nation, Mr. Luick added. The debates
- _smuttily _arc_on, some tonic of mutual interest to both of the competing schools.
"If such a team could be obtained, the students of San Jose
State college will be able to see
the difference in the manner of de-Tit-sting bef4W1nttto- Europeans-and
the Americans." Mr. Luick stated.
"They tend to be a little more informal and easy going, while we
are more business-like."
This year a Scottish team copeted against Stanford university
at Palo Alto, and the topic of the
debate was "Resolved: that the
increasing dominance of man by
woman is deplorable."
Last year the British entered a _
learn against Stanford, and the
two squads debated the topic of
"the advantages of a planned economy," or in more familiar terms.
"Socialism vs. competitive enter,.
prise." The British took the affirmative side, while the Indians defended the negative side.
"1 -believe that such a debate__
would be educational for the stu-.
dents -Of -San Jose and proba
wntad attract student interest,
continued Mr. Luick, director of
the’ recent Kiwanis club speaking
contest. "Against Cal and Ctanford the foreign debate teams have
performed before crowds of 1000
persons.

BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

DONUTS & COFFEE
150
DELICIOUS MILK SHAKES

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
125 S. FOURTH

TO ALL SPARTANS AND FACULTY!
The gang at Chatierion’s thanks all of you for your swell patronage during the year! Have a fun -filled vacation, and when you
come back to State in the Fall, don’t forget . . .

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 S 2nd Opposite YWCA CY

4-3717
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Flowers
MEAN 50 MUCH . . .
and they
mean so much
more from

6
x

Since 1885
famous for fine flowers
CYpress 2-83 I 2
20-22 E. San Fernando
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CYpress 2-9596
1040 The Alameda

The "Teaser"
fashion’s

MECHANICAL
DRAWING SETS
Drafting supplies
Instruments and ses
Drawing boards
Tracing & detail papers

, new T-shirt

$198

CY. 2 1447
1 i 2 SOUTH 2ND ST

S o ft, interlocked -stitch
cotton knit (tubs and
tubs in mild suds). Smar4
’neath summer suits, with
slacks, shorts and skirts.
Small, medium er large.
Pink, white, aqua or navy.

YES...
any dish you order here is truly one
consisting of . . .
of goodness

delicious Spaghetti
and Ravioli
tender, juicy Steaks
assorted Salads
Come in today and try our
fine Italian dishes.

Mr. Anthony’s

HART’S SPORT SHOP

93 WILLOW ST.
vie

ea 1...

,

3
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SECOND FLOOR
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Kiwanis Club Will Sponsor
Weelc--7Iong ’America’ Events

Bupinxinde
Science Cases
For Insects

Satr-dosa armi41se Santa Clara valley will celebrate "What’s Right
’With AmericaZ". week July 2-8 in an attempt by the city Kiwanis
dub to stimulate thinking in a positive manner about Americanismh
and against the threat of communism. The week-long program will be
highlighted on the eve of July 4th

When :4 place gets too "buggy",
ha e to do something. .
The Natural Fcience department’s small insect.’ colleetio0 ’room’
4,11 ’the second floor of the science.
’building became so croWded with
insect cases that it became nevessdry to add a second floor to the
14,001.
(7arpenters started work on the
second floor Monday, and when it
.is finished there will be twice as
much room for the college’s insect
collect On which has from 40 to 50
thousand insects.
The collego insect _collection of
inserts from all over the world
Ivts been collected by SJSC students and faculty members.

Cioi ies

Ut

k109.)

14" 160A
COTTONS
... and rayons lead tho_
summer fashion pored*.
Junior, regular and h..
sites in styles for tenoigero
to graceful grandma’s.
DeCnitely
budget-wise!

1st

ill RAMONA

with an address at Spartan Stadium by Lt. Gov. Goodwin Knight
at the annual Chamber of Commerce fireworks program. Mr.
Knight will speak on "What’s
Right With America?"
International Prexy
Sharing program honors with
the state official will be Professor
J. Hugh Jackson of Stanford university, president of Kiwanis In-

ternatibnal, who will give a short
message.

Ray Wright and Les White keep expert, eagle eyes on the copy
and type that is the raw material which makes the Pally readable.
They have a large share in making the paper techtitcally pleasing
to the eyes of Its more than 5000 readers.
photo by Gmelin.

CIOSErt

lathes closet
PA 0 ALTO

For Les White and Ray Wright, three a.m. is not an unusual hour
to be gazing over the next day’s
issue of the Spartan glad-rag. Ex- reporters, and each quarter It’s
pert eyes scrutinize page proofs the same old thingto ’strive for
to see that everything is in readi- accuracy.
ness for the presses to roll early
Les came to California in 1947
the following morning.
from Oregon where he worked
With more than 50 years of as a printer in Salem for 20
printing experience between them, years.. He worked at .the StanRay and Los know the tricks of ford Press, where the Stanford
the trade and do not hesitate to Daily Is published, before he beuse them. Each quarter they ori- gan his job with the Globe
ent a new batch of day editors and Printing company on South
First street last year. He is
lannewhat summed hy the 0,81. tride of the-Aadisns journalists In
comrpturlsast. ’With that of the
Spartan newshounds.
at

9:00

Out at 5:00

91efett We4t

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. TVrd Sheaf
Main Plant
275 E. Wilfiern
231 Willow
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
386 E. Reed

CYpress 2-1052
24th & Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

185 5. Forst
133$L
120 Uni’Versify MC, PekvAlige

terrific in

"The Teaser"
The Teaser- makes
T-shirts thing of the
past. Now you can
haw carefree comfort
for active wear .
nal fashion smartness
for dron-up.
Combed interlock
cotton flatters the
figure.
White and colors.
Small, medium. large.

$1.911

.
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I
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Men Behind the Spartan Daily
Work Late, Enrich Editors

Shirts in

looks

of July parade chairman, will
speak on Radio KLOCK at 9:80
a.m. The following Tuesday,
Louis Rossi, general chairman of
"What’s Right With America?"
week, will speak on K4.I0 at
9:30 a.m. On Wednesday, E.
Harold Gustafson, president of
the local Kiwanians, will speak
on Radio KEEN at 10:15 a.m.

Subject for the sermons of
San Jose clergymen in all
churches on Sunday, July 2, will
be "What’s Right With Amer- .
Ica?" from a religious aspect,
according to Chuck Mallory. :,.
publicity chairman for the San
Jose Kiwanis club.
tt
The four major theaters in San

Jose, the California, Padre, State
and Gay, will .show documentary
shorts at every feature attraction
during the week. The movie
houses, respectively,, will show
documentaries entitled "Volunteer.
Fire Department’s," "America the
Beautiful," "Mid-Century: HalfWay to Where," and "You Can
By DONNIE NUNES
Make A Million."
"Three O’Cloc-k in the Morning" easily could be the theme song
This Friday will begin a series’
of two of the most important men behind the scenes of the Spartan of radio interviews with members
of the local Kiwartis’club.
Daily.

Save Time. 844r. Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

fraff

HICLEN DAVIS

. ,

Ron IlanterL Kiwanis Fourth

finangle ways for the thousands
of words which’ comprise the
Daily each day to come out in a
readable fashion.
Day* editors Bruce Brotzman,
Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman,
Charleen Little, Marion Summers,
and Donnie Nunes have realized
during the past 11 weeks that
without the aid of Les and Ray,
the Spartan Daily might have been
known as the Weekly Spartan..

234 S. 2nd

With make-up rule and line
gauge in hand, these men behind
the presses chop, slash, fit and j

CUSS,’

1950
THE COOP

Complete Line of leathercraft Supplies
Tooling - Calf Linings - Modeling Tools
Buckles - Snaps - Dyes - Lacing - Wallet
Fillers & Backs - Unborn Calfskin
Let Us Help You Get Startod
We Give Leather Craft Lessons

SANDALS
Made to Order

C7C4-6995-

4.50
In Natural Leather
In Colors 5.00

activities as do many ’San Jose
State college students.
Ably assisting him is Ray

Both men operate the expensive
linotype machines which set up in
type all the words in the paper.
The art of running a lino isn’t
something that is accomplished in
the matter of a few months. An
apprenticeship period of seven
years must be spent before a person can qualify himself as a
journeyman in the printing trade.

Mad, to Order
Gilts That Will Really Be Appreciated

HOUSriof FLOWERS

A swift and deft Worker, there
are very few problems --which
actually can throw him off guard.
His endless sense of humor and
familiarity with the Daily scribes
have won him dozens of young
friends. He almost never forgets
a name and knows as much or
more about Vashington square

Wright. He has worked int the
printing and publishing business in Honolulu, Colorado and
Michigan. While a "student" in
printing management at San
Jose State college, Kay has been
attending a 9:30 a.m. class every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, which to those who know
him is an amazing fete since
many a night he doesn’t manage to leavOhe print shop until
three a.m. He is always very
Jaerf_aility to start his
migithawlidiity at flve o’clock
each afternoon.

Handcraft Supplies
Wallets - Handbags - Belts

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
Corsages Our Specialty

CYpress 3-6824

Corn. In Today
10% Discount N.C.C. Cards

73 E. SAN FERNANDO

Dial
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NORRIS’ ..

Famous for Fine Fabrics

School is out
and vacation time
is here.
For anything in
Fabrics -- you will
find it at --

NORRIS’

"San Jose’s Store for Yardage" for 23 Years
268 S. First St.
CV 2-1787
I<
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Skip’s ’Seeing Eye Views SJSC
Skip Shares
College Days
With Master,
Don Lathrop

’

Dog Has Human Pals
a dowurin the daily col:ege_talk.
i
lisle go Don Latfir
constant feminine companion, SAL showrabove leading her master about I-Re ’campus
A long -familiar sight on Washington Square
Skip has come- to look up to academic life
even while seeing the heels and weary sole’
involved. . . Skip has guided Don down the
ha!ls end o.e the campus lawns. She has beer
lectured to by en estimated 48 instructor.
during her time.
At top left. Skip keeps a weather eye on Dixie Wise and Manny Alves as tit. -.latter
stop to chat with Don during a morning break between classes.
Social amenitiea over, top right. she sets her cold nose in the direction of the library
arch, on the way to the Coop, right center, where the forest of human legs puts the
canine eye on her mettle.
"Dow are
dear," she asks co-ed Barbara Belknap (lower right). Like a careful girl, Skip is particular about her friends, and knows h
to chill a wolf at ’,0
paces. 0%er-solicitous friends and well-wishers present the most serious probiem to
the guide dog and her master.
.11 left center and bottom center. Skip, with earn alert, keeps her :’yes
peeled for obstacles and danger spots‘to Don’s smooth progress from ClaVI to class.
Taking It e ast in the Inner Quad, Skip sits for a formal portrait with her. charge and
speculates on the parading passers-by.
The opportunity for a blind student and his O’es to get an education is another
I hin;.; that is "right with America". This country is foremost In its ailaption of the
educational st stem to permit the east accesa lif knowledge to the handicapped. Don’s
afg
from or
Instructors hate betn highly cooperative in seeing that he is not discatred
cheated out of 1114 Owe of till’ "hook larnin’.Lathrop, ono of the approximately IWO June graduates.ht a booths... administration
maior and has maintained a B ,tverage throughout his college enreer. 17e Is a member
of Lambda Chi Alpha. In the current La Torre, skip’s picture appegneoi alonvilde
v,tor-graanation vareworytea, tiusio;a4eh .148, just begun
thaj at ise,Ling,ster...
for the cantons of life is mufti larger titan the campus on Washington SI, wire.

The Miracle of Americo
1900
From grimy coal stoves at the beginniw,i, 4)f the century to the
sk4.1: electric ranges operating at the click of a switch ... From
4.-

backbreaking effort over knuckle skitining wtrshboards to the’
leisure making automatic. home -lanndn, . .
From the horse and buggy to the toder:, tpotoi ear ;cr vit
cor;ion fiLy-.-H

winged flights in planes . . . Froti

magic tubes that brought radio tm1.:110v; television . .
c,:;

fifty short 4.

factors in the swift flow of progres

initiating in a Mid-Century Mira. le of America that carries
oppor!uni,..v for a 1,:e,gtt:r
- i . into -ck’e.e7fnt--i-ti-t-lte-

ment of our rwional aspiiations
lire for more people

195

the

With earnings high. !he national 0.topt!t gioubled. ,114
of work, and the unabridged rigitt io make up cur (-Al,.
we have hut to choose to thterntind how we wil: mai,"
bf our American way of living.

This advertisement is sponsored by the following
_

-

LAURENCE A. APPLET.ON

HARRY C. HILL

CHE’STER P. MALONEY

W. B. TERRY

Appleton & Co.

Optometrist

Guaranty Building & Loan

Coca -Coln

H. H. HALLIN
Hall & Bookwalter

DONALD C. McKENNA

Life Insurance

Acorn-Personnel Agency

ALBERT E. BELL
Phoenix Insurance Co.
. FRED R. COOK
Cooks Oil Co.
RON HUNTER
Hunter -Peterson Equipment

HOWARD E. Van ARSDALE
Hales Food Store

a

ALVIN LONG
Long Advertising Agency -,

ROY H. RUNDLE

ROGER R. WILLIAMS
International Business

Rundle Signs

Machines

h Atnerwa
Lea Thrives on Progress
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Lois Rentsch
Tells Friends
Engagement
Frkenclo of Lois Marie Rehtsch
were treated to candy recently
whermhe announced her engageto Richard W. Scott. Mr.
aryl Mrs. Walter F. Rentsch of
Oakland. parents of the brideel- -:t, alsoMisclosed the news.
,’. graduate of Castlemont high
sc’ -Jo] in Oakland, Miss Rentst.
now 2 sophomore accountingror -for at San Jose State college.
:ir. and Mrs. George Scott of
, Jose are the parents of the
dtct-elect, who is employed in
/
Jose by the Southern Pacific
I
roast.
he June Zi marriage of the
pie wisl take place in the HillPresbyterian church in Oak-

riwn

Delta Zeta Sorority
nizouncein
S,

alhe Bond Announces
E
ngagement With Candy
Miss Sallie Bond recently passed
the traditional box of chocolates
to her Delta Gamma sorority sisters, announcing her engagement
to Robert E. Onorato.
Mhos Bond Is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bond of
11111borough. Before coming to
San Jose State college, she attended San Mateo junior college,.
She is a junior home economics
major, and past secretary of the
Rally committee.
Onorato is the son of Mr. Joseph
Onorato of San Francisco. He attended San Francisco City college,
andtiti--working now as_ersarch
tectural designer.
The "ttouple are to be wed in
September.

SWIM and Dance

Sallie Bond
photo by Before

Balloon Tells
leredt And Of Betrothal
’DN THE BIG BASIN ROAD
just Outside Boulder Creek

A balloon with the words "Bev
and Don" written upon it announced the engagement of Beverly Etter and Donald Brainard
to members of Sigma Kappa recently. A poem was read which
also told the news and the traditional box of "goodies" was passed
by the bride-elect to her sorority
sist ers.
Plans are
made wedding.
by the
September
couple for a "eily

WEDNESDAYTHURSDAY
June 21, 22
Gene Tierney, John Conte

"WHIRLPOOL"
SECOND HIT
Ida Lupino
presents

’NEVER FEAR
SEIEE’T El
SHORT S UBJECT

MI** Etter Is the daughter of
’sir, and Mrs. George C. Etter of
Ventur a. She was graduated
from Ventura high school and
attended the Unhersity of California at Santa Barbara before
coming to San Jose State college where she is now a junior
majoring In a kindergarten -primary course. She served the
SJS student court as sophomore
justice.
Brainard was graduated ;Ions
Fremont high school and was a
member of the U. S. Army before
enrolling at San Jose State college. The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Brainard _o_f Oakland, he
is a sophomore majoring in business administration. His ft aternal
affiliation is Delta Upsilon.

Follow the crowd to

ARCHIE’SSTEAK-ME
For that quality meal at reasonable prices-

ARCHIE’S Specialties
Sandwiches
Salads
Steak Dinners
-Try

545

S. 2nd

CY

5-9897

^

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals
Blouses
Sweaters Knit Suits

ART CLEANERS
3911 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET

Pons Upoilon fraternity honored
I. evIiit:’ I I,Z seniors recently at
ars 01.a.sen breakfast. Bill MonoIlan, Tad Bonell, Chollie Cavanagh,
Chuch Marriot, George Armstrong,
Dave Heagerty, Marsh Pitman and
Chuck Frusetta were feted by
more than 50 active and. alumni
members.
President Ray Jones presided at
the affair and Past President
Robert Keith Schatz gave a farewell speech.

DAV& SOSINTHAL. JL. Owner-Operator
0

DINNERS...
...BANQUET

Special student dinners every
Sunday from 4 to 7

cha r
OM

MINI

NMI

24-Hr.
LAUNDRY
SERVICE
8,PDI CE

Pat Kiddie
photo by Bushnell

Petersons Give
Informal Dinner
To Tell Betrothal

VUEPR

.."!";

Consolidated
Dry Wash Special

CONSOLIDATED
LAUNDRY

Morehead -Fleming Drug Co.
CY 2-4114

*
2nd I Sari Fernando
FREE DELIVERY.

NOW! Two Launderettes
for YOUR c onvenience.
THIRTY-MINU

30c wash

TE SERVICE

20c dry

San-Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

463 SO. SECOND
Phone CY 4-2420
HOURS:
Week Days 8-8
Saturday
8-6
Sunday
10-3
Closed Thursday

872 E. SANTA CLARA
Phone CY 5-1230
HOURS:
Week Days
9-8
Saturday
9-6
Sunday
(0-3
Closed Wednesday

Good ’n Hot
Chinese Food
At Your Front Door
Call CY 2-8772
For Delivery

The

Chinese
Lantern
or

Visit Our Restaurant
One of San Jose’sFinest
For Chinese Food
173 W. SANTA CLARA

Hem
is a
a
foi

BARITEAU’S

Cool -Ray Sun Glasses
$1 - $1,195

di
vi
ri

Closed Mondays & Tuesdays

lb.

PROTECT YOUR EYES!
u Polaroid. 4:rantly Of

nIrr

ROOM

theirs
Is or Picked
I
owes. n
Spring nose-gays and a romantic informal family dinner recently.
Up by 10 a m ,
C
poem served to reveal the engageREADY NEXT
ment of Miss Patt Benzie to LeMiss Peterson is a sophomore I
DAY!
land Streepey at Pratt hall re- Interior decoration major at San
cently.
Jose State college. She is a memMlinc-Benshr-is- the-- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kenzie nity and is also on the sophomore
of San Leandro. The brlde-elect council.
Is a sophomore kindergarten.
Bartholomew is the son of Mr.
primary major at SJS.
Streepey, a member of Delta land Mrs. Roy E. Bartholomew of
Sigma Gamma fraternity, is a I San Jose. He attended local
junior economics major at SJS. schools and is a member of Delta
Phone CYpress 3-6630
He is the son of Mrs. Helen Sigma fraternity.
496 West San Fernando St.
Streepey of Los Gatos. The future
The couple plan a September
bridegroom is also a member of wedding.
.4. OMR MOO
NMIII
1=1,
Tau Delta Phi, _honorary men’s!
organization.

.FORT WORTH, Tex. (UP)
At
47-year-old man had sawed half- i
way through the steel post of a
downtown parking meter before
police intervened. The man explained he "just wanted a nickel
for a cup of coffee" .

Is

I Mile North of Mt. View

Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred A. Peter- I
nanndoauungcedhterthe enrg)segyeereeynt ot(1)’

A shower party was the occasion chosen by Miss Jean Miller,
former V S- student, totitinounce ,
hew. en4agetnente -to Robert Lan- I
dreth. An announcement card,
hidden In a spring corsage, conveyed the message to the onlookers.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mrs. Anna M. Miller, San. Jose.
A graduate of Santa Cruz high
school, Miss Miller attended SJS.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. C. G.
Landreth of Ceres, Calif., the
bridegroom-elect is en alumnus of
Modesto Junior college and San
Jose State college, where he received a degree in physical education.
A July wedding is being planned
by the young couple.

DC

S.

Romantic Poem
Tdls Engagement
-------nitWn’WFr.--Bart

Miller Announces
News at Shower

Y.
Gi
Id
to
rs
sr
n,
n1
n,

tt

Delta Upsilon
Honors Seniors
At Breakfast

CYpress 3-9169

."Catering to those Who Care"

Patricia Louise Kiddie surprised jot% from Porterville. His parents.
her sorority sisters with the an- are Mr. and Mrs. Wade Patterson.
nonneement of her engagement to
No date has been set for the
Gorden Patterson at the recent wedding.
Delta Zeta senior breakfast.
.
Pat and Gorden met while they
were students at Pacific Grove
nigh school. They are now attending San Jose State college.
Pat Is a sophomore interior.
decoration major. She tins been
active in ()reheats and was
freshMan yell leader. She I. a
member of Delta Zeta.
Mrs. Jack Herrod of Monterey
and Mr. }nigh Kiddie of Detroit,
Mich., are parents of the brideelect.
Cordell is an industrial arts ma -

’01

Vacation in canta Cpuj
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amma Phis’
Love Bird Reveals I./kooks,
onor Seniors Romc Ns
ew
anuna

Phi Beta held its tradial senior breakfast at Rickey’s
taurant recently ’honoring 14
e graduates of the campus sorty. ’
Greek letters embossed the
Id compacts bestowed upon the
tare slums ofthe group’. Senrs feted included Barbara
arr, Marian Bell, Ellen Erichin, Jeanne Ellis, Lou Hartft, Diana Lawlor, Beth Lenin, Marcia Moorhead, Murtha
oorehead, Peg Major,. Mary
eNeil, Gerrie Merrill, Shirley
charfen, and Cathy Bred.
Guests -present at the affair
re Dean ljelen Dimmick, Mrs.
,tta Pritchard, Mrs. J. B. Pow, Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon, and
-s. Betsy Williams.

arner, Reed Tell News
f Engagement at Party

antibird
A’ pet love
was chosen by’ I
Miss Barbara ’Fontes to reveal
her engagement to Hank Ftosendin
’S unda y. night at the Catholic
Women’s Center. Red hearts with
the couple’s names inscribed on
them hung in the bird cage, and
Barbara passed the traditional
iive-pound box of, can.:4 to her
friends.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Fontes of
Hayward and is a junior education
major at SJSC.
. Rosendin is a junior P.E. major
and an active members of Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity.
No definite plans have been
made for the wedding.

Peterson Plan
Wedding Next .Summer

Gordon Perry’s

A summer ’wedding slated for
next year was reyealed recently
by the announcement of Eleanor
Brooks and Bernard Peterson’s engagement.
Miss Brooks told her y.w.c.A.
roommates by surprising them
with the favorite delight, candy.
The daughter of Mr. and Mn..
James A. Brooks of Lafayette,
Miss Brooks was graduated from
Aealanes high school. She is a
sophomore amounting major. at
San Jose State college.
Peterson is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Peterson . of Staples,
Minn.. He was in the Air’ Force
prior to his entering San Jose
State college where he is now
enrolled as a business administration major.

1,-Eingly-Are Wed

The engagement of Jane Ann
An informal ceremony at the
rner to William Herold Reed Calvary Methodist church in San
s announced recently by the
Jose recently united Miss Mary
ide-elect’s parents, Mrs. D. A.
Moss and’ Kent Longly,
yids of Coronado and R. D.
The bride is the daughter of
rner of San Diego.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Moss of San 0
Miss Varner is a freshman merJose. She attended SJSC.!
andising major at SJSC.
Longl y, who was graduated
The Kappa Kappa Gamma’s
Reed, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herold 113 Reed Of Mountain View, from Stanford uni versity in partook of chocolates again this
when Miss Bea Hohman an is a senior accounting major and March, is the son of Mr. and Mrs, week
Nev:""nce-a-her-engage_____ment to Jez
Vegas,
of
Las
Longly
L.
A.
a member of Theta Xi fraternity.
Wheeler.
No definite date has been set
The couple plan to make their
Miss Hohman, the daughter of
ft,i the wedding.
home in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. Hohman
_
of San Jose, is a graduate of
f...".410"SSIoll:S-454"...:410WW,401.-144’,".444.141-W..4.01,44;441,44.1.40.1.1.0.
Campbell high school and San
Jose State college. She is teaching
in Campbell at the present time.
AT COWEL BEACH
Wheeler, whose home is in San
Francisco, is an industrial arts
Hot Water Showers and Dressing Room
major here. His fraternal’ affiliation is Lambda Chi Alpha..
PRICES
No date has been set for the
wedding.
,I5c
Change for the beach

Eleanor Brooks

KKG Hears
f Betrothal

.25e
35c

ENTRANCE TO WARF

... enjoy good
American loot’
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

4114fIr’’’

IERLY_ LODG

ta

’ V*

tti doltql.i.i!’

0,
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FOUNTAIN and
CAR SERVICE
"Beautiful Girls"

CROSS ROADS

A LA CARTE
Luncheons. 11:30. 2 Week Days
Dinner, 5:00, 8 Week Days
SUNDAY DINNERS, 1 Closed Mondays 1025 Laurel St. Santa Cruz, Calif.
Talaphon 4020
Mr. end Mrs. T. E. Schwarz

HOT BUTTERED
POPCORN
CARMEL POPCORN
"HOT" ROASTED
PEANUTS
CANDY APPLES
ICE CREAM
. and for your sweettoot41

k
CROSS ROADS BAR-14
Open All Nit*

DRIVE

ICHICKEk
tio

CHICKEN VILLA
Delivery Service, Ph. 3870
FRONT & LAUREL
Doc & Monica

SOMETHING NEW AND EXCITING!

(Hand-Packed)

311 Pacific

Babbling Brook
For Fine Food

"UP THE RIVER"

The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

0
A

DINNER

112 SOQUEL AVE.

sesi Roses
Tell Good News

kisses and red roses were
ttCandy
he mediums chosen by Miss Barar-Ti-1:211dquist- -recently -to an,nounee her engagement to Dan
Engiknan. Scene of the betrothal
news was Pratt hall.
Miss Lindquist is a freshman
,.
.
librarianship major on. campus.
She is the. daughter of Mr. and
I: isiL ‘
r 1111111
Mrs. Henry Lindquist of Honokl,j
;
i11
,
1%lulu. A graduate of Punahou high
11111111111111111
,
Pi
school, her affiliation at San Jose
NI
.7
M.:111.60.104.1t
State college is Sigiiiii Kappa.
..
.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
51/2 miles north of Santa Cruz on Highway No. 17.
Engilman of Van Nuys, Don is a
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dinner 5:30-10:30 P.M.
sophomore pre-veterinary major
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
here. His fraternal affiliation is
Open every day of the week. Telephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for reservations.
Delta Sigma Gamma.
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
No date has been set for the
Ralph But-tonJim Gillies
wedding. - -

SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
Complete ...
HOTEL FACILITIES
Filtered Swimming Pool
BANQUET ROOM
Largest in
SAN LORENZO VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomond 4

DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM

Mange and Shower
O Two changstOlibiltar and Clothes checked

at beautiful
BEN LOMOND

Chocolates, Brittle:, Clusters

kaPptelkont
NEAR THE

PALOMAR HOTEL-

1324 PACIFIC AVE.
Opals 1111 11:30 P.M.

IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful
If
KOCk ROOM

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140

ft

1.?
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Managers Serve
Important Duties
of football and the close connection with the game are the incentives for the managers, who are
nearly all ex-gridders.
Managerial awards and trips
with the team are secondary
compensations because only the
senior and two junior managers
are’ recipients of- these rewards.
The remaining 11 sophomore
managers do not receive awards
and only travel with the team
on short treks.
The managerial organization is
set up ’like a well -knit athletic
team. Efficiency, cooperation, and
timeliness are the essential factors. The many-fold duties range
from maintenance to acting as security police. All duties have an
indirect bearing on the progress
and outcome of the football team.
Although coaches and an equipment custodian, hired by the college, head the staff, actual allotting of duties and responsibility
for weirk to be done falls on the
shoulders of the senior manager,
Dick Shaffer, junior engineering
major. Two junior managers, Dick
Schoen, and Cliff Tucker, direct
the two main phases of managerial duties.

By "ROD" RODIflot,ES
Whcn a football squad trots out
on the field, looking well -organized
and well -versed in fundamentals,
fans see only the finished product
of many’ hours of hard work and
almost ceaseless drudgery. Little
thought, if any, is given to the
.factors and the man -labor contributing to the production of a well. oiled grid machine.
One of the most important
cogs in the machinery, and very
seldom given due consideration,
is the managerial staff. With
coaches always pressed for time,
managers render Innumerable
services.
The time element is one of the
greatest of the coaches’ difficulties, especially in the case of
Spartan Mentor Bob Bronzan, in
the recent spring football drills.
Bronzan, in his first year as head
coach, had a rebuilding job on his
hands, in prepping for a tough
season, and with only 30 days -of
practice. Every minute counted,
and the managers had to be on
the spot with the necessary equipment, whenever called for: a great
help in the fight against time.
Heavy Work Done
The capable Spartan football
managerial staff is composed of
14 students, who contributed an
individual average of 24 hours
a week to the football cause. Love

Responsibility Galore
Schoen is in charge of the
personnel end, which takes in
security, attendance and reports,
and Tucker is responsible for
the equipment phase, which consists of field equipment, devices
and surfaces and equipment
room and lockers. Both managers assign the 11 sophomore
aids to daily duties. Duties are
assigned for three day periods
and managers alternate in order
to give everyone concerned adequate experience in all phases.
Carrying the brunt of managerial duties are 11 sophomore managers: Bill Jeffers, Ralph Cleland.
Howard Snapp,
Shipley,
Bob
Leonard Marks, LeRoy tfanhauser,
Jim Tate, Mario Mangioli, Pat
Lovaglia, Larry Shishido and Don
Jernigan.,
The managerial staff is to be
commended for the time, sacrifice and contribution made to the
Spartan football cause.

ROYAL PORTABLE!

Only the new Gray Magic Royal
offers you all these!
’linter-Mow Keys!
Allogic* elargial
’01Rt Typewrtioc" Keylwrold
Commis!
Spied Spewed

Hunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.
71 E. San Fernando

CY 4-2091

’

NORD’S
SANDWICH SHOP
=m1101
Candy
Cl/wefts’
Sandwiches
105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

HEY, SPARTANS!

Yoe, we thank all of
yes fer your loyal
pafroearr during the
sweeter
year. Hays
of fee and relax/Ain
and don’t l’erg451
Golely’s when you return in fle Fall. Hap.
vacation from rk.
,an at Goldy’s!

230
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California Schools Score
Heavily in-NCAA Meet
By FRANK ERROTA
In Saturday’s NCAA track and
field meet at Minneapolis, California schools tallied a fraction
over 154 points out of a possible
434.
Southern California with
49 1/5 toints, spread-eagled the
field for the 14th time in NCAA
meet history.
Unlike foot ball, California
schools need not take a back seat
to anyone in track and field. Five
of the first 10 top teams in the
1950 national meet were from the
sunshine slopes.
Athletes representing California
colleges placed in all 14 events on
the program. Only in the two-mile,
can it be said that no Californian
placed. In the eight-lapper. Jim
Newcomb of USC ran second, but
his home is in Portland, Ore.
Three Californians placed In
each of the 100 and 220-yard
dashes, high-jump, pole-vault
and the javelin throw. This
track dominance has picked up
in the past two years. Big Ten
conference schools held an edge
during the war years, but California schools again are forging
to the front.
If the 1950 crop of Golden state
prep cinder stars is any indication, California colleges seem assured of dominating the NCAA
spike picture for the next four
years.
Stanford university expects to
land Stephen J. Turner of ,Glendale, the .prize prep plum of the
1950 season. Some observers believe Turner will attend Pomona
college. Turner’s father was graduated from Pomona and may influence his son, a straight "A" student, to follow suit.
One Man Team
Outstanding among Mr. Turner’s
many accomplishments on the cinders *the past’ season, were the
breaking .of one’ National Interseolastic record, and the cracking
of two state standards. In the
state meet held in Sacramento, he
scored 14 points, taking first in
the high and low hurdles, and a
second in the broad-jump.
His 18.9 sec, clocking in the
180-yard low-timbers, set a new
national mark. His best time in
the 120-yard high barriers (39 in.) ,
was 14.1 sec., a new California
state meet standard. Turner’s top I
effort in the broad-jump was 24
ft., 612 in., a new Southern CIF
IllPet mark.
Turner was not the only out- I
standing prep star in the land of I
orange juice and sunshine. There;
were outstanding performers in;
every event. It is the performances’
of these boys that our local colleges count up on to spark their
track teams of the future.
Jefferson high school of Los
Angeles possessed this season,
probably the strongest high
school spike aggregation of all
time. The perenially powerful
Democrats piled up 40 points in’
the state meet, highest total one
school has scored in a state
trackfest.
Lang Stanley, (not Stanley Lang
as northern papers claim) eracked
the long standing 880-yard mark
by turning the two laps in 1 min.,
53.9 sec. His prep performances
topped Mal Whitfield’s high school
marks. Whitfield, 1948 Olympic
800-meter champ, was graduated
from Jefferson in 1944. Don’t be
shocked If Stanley wins the same
title in the 1952 Olympiad.
Guy Blackburn, diminutive Democrat dashman, was *fettled only

and plenty of if!
BREAK rAsT
1,1:NC11
DINNER

GOLDY’S

Newt to YWCA)

Henry Stei4n9
end boys

ELECTRIC SRAM
Soles

San Jose. Wilson leaped
51/4 In. in the state regional
at Berkeley, then tied for
place at 6 ft. 2 in. in the
finals.

GOLFERS!!
Monthly card can now
be bought to agree
with your pocketbook.

Monthly Cards

-

and &Naito

$4.00

(Except Saturday and Sunday)

$7.50
Entitles you to
play every day.

REMINGTON RAND,
SCH I CK sad
SHAVEMASTER
rts Mock et Pares
Trained Meelluudes Oar

Mail Serving

HILLVIEW

a $wine

THE SHAVER SHOP
irs I. Placa cleft
PIiiia c’el-iur-

Golf Course

Sas Jose N. GAEL

TULLY RD.

CY 5-8550

Drive in and leave the rest to the attendant,
We’ll match prices with
anyoneplus service

Ethyl
Reg.

23.0
21.40

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION
Corner 4th and Williams

"Your Prescription
for a good time"

IT’S FUN - - - IT’S DIFFERENT
18 Holes
Hours: Mohdey-Sefurdey
Sunday

SAINTE CLAIRE
BARRER SHOP

25c
7 . I I P.M.
I-Il P.M.

Located Yr Wie Sellth of Miounts;41 \now oil El Camino

Hit.) St.. Oak*
1.

6 ft.
meet
first
state

Pole-vaulters Jack Widman of
Narbonne high (13 ft. 9 in.) and
Dick McDonald of- Long Beach
Wilson (13 ft. 7 in.) are the top
state prospects. Hal Norris, Grossmont high school, topped the shotputters with a 58 ft. 212 in. effort.

GOLFETTE

If the weather’s warm
And you feel
quite bold,
Get a crew cut,
Don’t hare to
Ise told.

Home
Cooking

once in two years of the 100-yarddash competition. His only defeat
was by teammate Gary Green in
the statemeet. Blackburn’s best
for the ,century was 9.6 sec. He
won the California 220 title in
21.35 sec.
Many experts believe Green,
a lanky, smooth-striding deftersonian, to be the most promising
of the 1930 prep lot. Green was
second in the state 440, but he
won the century just 10 minutes
before the quarter-mile. His best
times are 9.8 and 48.6.
’
Broad Jumpers Star
Jefferson had the distinction of
possessing two broad jumpers with
marks of better than 24 ft. NVillie
Johnson, state record holder at 24
ft. 274 in., but has a best of 24 ft.
61/4 in. in outside meets. Arthur
Scott did 24 ft. 2 in.
The Jeff’s eight -man-mile-relay
team set a new national mark by
dashing to a sizzling 2 min. 57.5
sec. clocking. This mark eclipsed
the old standard of 2 min. 58.2
sec., held by a 1937 Jeff team.
California produced two outstanding high school milers in
1950. Ron Bauer of _Washington
of San Francisco, was undefeated
during the year, but had to go all
out to nip Larry Carter of Glendale in the State spikefest. The
two hit the wire about the same
time. The- 4 min. 23.7 sec.. clocking credited to Bauer erased Bob
McMillen’s old standard of 4 min.
24 sec.
Another top coUege prospect
Is Sherman Miller, Naps high
school 440 star with a best time
of 48.2 sec. While competing
for the Olympic Club in 1949,
Miller ran a 47.7 sec. quartermile. He won the state meet
title in 48.8 sec.
Top prep high-jumper in the
state was Verne Wilson from
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Mottos, Mel Martin. to Wear
OC Colors at AAU Spike fest
Wearing the silks of the San
Francisco Olympic club, George
Mattes. .audL Martin continue
the National AAU track and field
their invasion of, the East with
championships at College Park,.
Md., Saturday.
Mattos and Martin competed
earlier in the NCAA spikefest at
Minneapolis. Minn.. fur San Jose
State college. Mattos picked up a
second place in the pole vault with
his 14 ft. effort. Martin, although
clearing 6 ft., 3 in., failed to place
in the high jump.
The AAU clash is labeled "crucial" for the two.Spartan Warriors.
Should they place in the top three
or make aid especially good jump,

they stand a good chance of being
chosen for the AAU teams’tolour
EuroPe_ tilts_ summer.

In addition to the persisteW
Bobby Smith, who repeated as lth.
vaulting champ for San Dicke,
State college at the NCAA,
tos will face Opposition from /I(
Richards and George Montgonwr..
Martin has a host of top fligrt
competition to deal with, incluri:
in’, Vern McGrew, Virgil Severn,.
and John licintzman.

I law aiians Cancel
Football Came

Swan diving down on a de-

Girls Made Zamperini
ABy Great
Mile Runner
MOON
M URPIII N

Don Gehtmann, ace miler from
theAlniversity of Wisconsin, narrowly missed breaking Louis Zamperini’s NCAA mile record at the
big meet this year. Gehrman was
2.1 seconds off the record time.
Thus, the NCAA mile record of
4m.08.3, set in 1938, once more has
withstood the ravages of the years.

if it hadn’t been for athletics,"
Zamperini sad.

Two Biggest Thrills
Zameperini
named
his
two
greatest thrills in athletics as
equal-making the 1936 Olympic
team when he was still in high
school at Torrance and breaking
the Interscholastic mile record in
Los Angeles in 1934. Zamperini
Next year, there will be more still holds the Interscholastic mile
record. He thinks that Jess Hill
challengersleather-lungers like
of L’SC will someday be recogJim Newcomb of l’SC and Bob
nized as the greatest track coach
McMillen of Occidental college.
in the world. However. Louis still
Newcomb bettered the record
says that his old USC coach, Dean
time this year with a 4m.07.7
CtOlgwvell. was "the most inspiraIn4the same race, McMiltionia coach I have ever worked
len pressed Neweordb to 4 min.
under."
7.8 see. timing.
Zamperini said that G. CunZamperini frankly admitted that nIngliam of Kansas was his track
he hadn’t expected his record still idol. Cunningham set the Amerto be on the books at this late ican colleclat
r, .4,11
date.
sc;
Girls Started His Career

The famed American distance
runner and member of the 1936
Olympic team made this statement
at San Jose State college. He was
on the Spartan campus to speak
to SJS students under the sponsorship of the .Collegiate Christian
Fellowship. In the same interview, "Zamp" also made the
startling declaration, "Girls gave
me my start on a track career."

411)36;44114iii

set this record In 1934, the same
year that Zamperini broke the
Interscholastic high school mile
record.

"I remember the first time I
had to pass Glenn," Louis recalled,
"I just couldn’t bring myself to do
it. I was still just a kid. Finally
Cunningham waved me around and
yelled ’Go on kid, go on and win!’"
Cunningham Toughest

Zamperini explained that In
his high school home room there
was only one other male student. Since the other fellow was
"A big fat boy" the girls started
trying to kid Zamperini into
running for the home room in
the all -school track meet. The
later famous Olympian said that
they ribbed him so much he
finally entered the mile.

"I finished third in that race,"
Zamperini recalled, "but I did’beat
one of the Varsity runners." The
coach said after the race that
Louis looked "clumsy and sloppy"
but he seemed to have the will to
win. Zamperini explained that at
the age of 15 he was smoking And
running around with "the wrong
kind of boys." "I don’t know
what would have happened to me

Zameperini named his toughest
competitors as Cunningham first:
Sidoey Wooderson, British world
880 yard record holder, second;
and Chuck Fenske of Wisconsin,
third. "I would rather run against
Cunningham, however, because I
could beat him in the. sprint."

40

fenseless football are Tackles
Jim (50) and Joe (47) Moulton,
a twin-brother act now making
an appearance with the San
Jose State gridders. The Moultons, only twins ever to don
Gold and White spangles, are
pictured here when performing
for San Diego Junior college
where they completed a highly
successful year.

If You Want
THICK MALTS
Old Fashion
STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE
The Biggest
SUNDAES
and the best
Fuji course dinners
Go to the

Santa Clara St. at 12th

For Party Reservations

1066 THE ALAMEDA

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
Across from Calif. Book

121 E. San Fernando
CY-4-6942

4:01,

Show strirt$
at Dusk

ADRIVE-IN

Ne THEATRE

So.Firlf at A ImaS

IIP

3 Minutes
From Downtown

(OldCircusOrounds)

WHO t 11
SECOND WEEKLY TALENT SHOW FEATURING SPARTAN STUDENTS. Bob Custer as
M.C. and YOU as the JUDGE! 8 P.M. on our
stage. Don McKinley, last week’s champ, defending his crown against more Spartan talent.
DON’T MISS IT!

1228 W. SAN CARLOS

ON OUR SCREEN
The Laugh Hit of the Year!

"FRANCIS"

221 E. San Fernando

Orders for your favorite flavors taken for parties.

The Talking Mule

Phone CY 3-0643

Donald O’Connor, Patricia Medina

Vacations Are Here Now!
See
F. Schilling & Son for Your
CAMPING
FISHING
HUNTING

,

RESTAURANT

PHONE CY 2-3292

WITH

TEEPEE DRIVE-IN

LAVORS

The BIG DIPPER

Skating Sessions Nitely From 8 P.M.

8.95 pr.
Fins
1.50 pr.
Water Goggles
Beach Balls 1.00 up
Men’s, Women’s
Bathing Caps
Gantner Nylon Swim Suits
Diving Masks, 2.50
Nose Clips, .60

SHERBETS FROSTIES
Mad at

ICE CREAM

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

Swim

Louis rated the tracks he has run
on. He said he liked the Fresno
State college track best, Minneapolis second and the California
oval third.
Then the Olympian was asked
the question that is the 64 dollar
query to all millersis it possible
to run a four minute mile and
could you have done It? Zamperini laughed, "It is entirely
possible and I think I could hair
done It if I had been able to run
until I was 27 or 28, which is
when most milers hit their peak.

SKATES

HAVE MORE FUN AT THE BEACH

Zamperini explaine d, "Chuck
Fenske finished awfully fast."

It’s quick car service
at the
_

Slartile 21rive-in-

San Jose state college’s game
with thc Unkersity of Hawaii,
scheduled for Hee, r), h:!ti been
cancelled, Danny ilill, Spartan
announced
publicist,
athletic
yesterday. The _game cancellation leay es the Spartans with a
tentative nine -game slate, with
two open dates to be filled.
Negotiations are being made
with mainland colleges to playa game in the Islands in December In lieu of the HaWfiliall
game, and also to fill the open
Nov. 24th date.

re’s

Supplies. Prices to iit all
pocketbooks at the store
with ihe complete line. Drop
in today and look over our
stock.

F. SCHILLING li-SON
27 Post Street

CY 5-0343

Established 1863

$10,000 00

FRIDAY NIGHT!

GASH

00

JACKPOT!!

faU

$50.00
ija)
CASH PRIZES

IN PRIZES
EVERY 13 WEEKS

Plus

$10,000.0
EVERY FRIDAY

TALENT SEARCH!
IF YOU HAVE ANY TALENT AND CARE TO BE’A
CHAMPION, CALL CY 3-9629 RIGHT AWAY!!
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AWS Officers Installed June 8

Rally Committee New
Officers are Named
Ed Mosher,
chahlinaa, recently announced the
officers who will serve under him
next year.
Next year’s officers include
John Piotti, assistant chairman;
Miss Yvonne Jinest, secretary;
Miss Joyce Dr czar d, treasurer;
Ed Dickenson, in charge of rallies;
Miss L o u_i se ,D’Onofrio and Al
Hanson, usher committee chairmen; Bob Bradley, card stunt
committee chairman; and George
Coakley, head of the art committee.
Next year’s yell leaders are
Johnny Malindas, Joe Thornley
and Ozzie Osborne. Miss Mary
Harris, Miss Marilyn Metcalf and
Miss Marilyn Moss will be in rally activities as song girls. Majorette
performers will be Miss ’Betty ,
Darendinger and Miss Gay McGowen. .

Extra La lorres
arc. 25 extra copivs of t-h’
1..1 Torre available for distribution to students on the wait in:. list, according to an announcehy Bill Schulz, business mana,:er for the yearbook1.-41.0-11.

Casa del._ Rey hotel in Santa
Cruz will be the meeting place
F-5:30 o’clocit [or memi’s
of the senior class. Senior Beach
Day at Santa Cruz is the reason
be
ehind the traditional get-together.
Tomorrow evening the class of.
1950 will gather at the Scottish
Rite Temple in San Jose for the
senior banquet. Miss Betty King
is chairman for the affair.
Members of the class will attend the dressy sport event at
6:30 p.m. The banquet will be the
last event an the class agenda before commencement.

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Embshoff, publicity chairman; Joan Dale, AWS p:esident; Marilyn Pestarino, campus compass; Pat
Flanagan, second vice-president; and JoAnn. Knelt’ -’ first vice-president.
Photo by Hlidenbrandt.
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1-Little Sister program during the
’summer
:,eta’
Letters will be written to girls
on campus %vial AWS members
would like to have us big sister;;.
These gil-is in tu.n will write to
girls who, plan to attend San Jose
State college during next 3ear.
Activities will he held in the fall ,
gaol Is Vied to.
n .3
eforar betterSCI
.
:
New officers for AWS were indinner honoring I
stalled. during
rk
cr
the .100 most active girls on cam- I
pus -during the -past. year., The
IA; Joie
dinner was held June 8, at Lou; ,
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"DOCTOR AND
THE GIRL"
d Janet Leigh
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We Cater to Banquets
and Private Parties

/1!11

Association

The AWS’ will continue its Big.

bst p,1 1J /)

COME WITH THE GAL,
THE GUY, OR THE GANG!

0,1bIlahsN

Winner Of SJS Song Contest ’Little Sister
. Plans StartaThat Sparfaq

splAtIt Us*, yleld.They’rs fast/ llybt

Spareribs
Chicken
Beef

Entered es second class matter AP111 21. I931.
st San Jose, Cat,fornia, under the act of
March 3, 1171.
Full leased wire servic of United Press.
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
First St. San Jose. California Member, Call.

Pictured above are the new officers of AWS,--Irtobt left To right are-ShIrlerCraffdalLtetettitry;
Marian swanson, Black Masque president; Millie K mules, big, little sister program chairman; Nancy

1.

in:. list may purchase the books
z!nd tomorrow at the La
Toffe office, room 95 in the journalism barracks, Schulz said.,

Senior Class Visits
Santa Cruz Today

New officers are Joan Halo, .
president; JoAnn Keeler, first
vice-president; Pat Flanagan, second vice-president; Shirley Cran- 1
dall. secretary; Ingrid Anderson,
treasurer.
Nancy Embshoff, foublicity director; Millie Knowles, Big, j..ittle
Sister progiam: Lynn MacDonald.
prngra_rhirm..o.--loyce- Malone
AWS loung e; Marilyn Russell,
SAB board; and Marilyn Pestarino, campus compass.

--PLUS

"ROAD TO RIO"
Bing: Cosz,

Bob Hope

FRIDAYSATURDAY

"TENSION"
Richard Esellart, Audrey Totter
AND

"DEAD END"
Humphrey Bogart, Joel McCrea

Thanks to all Spartans for your
patronage during the year!
Have fun during the Summer
and we hope to see you again
in the Fall.
Two Color Cartoons-

Always

13th & GISH ROAD

.

-

S.

Janis Koppitch Wins Song Contest
With Music, Lyrics to New Tune
The words and music to "That Spartan Team," the recentlyselected winner in this year’s SJS song contest judging, appear in
the Spartan Daily today.
The song was written by Miss Janis Koppitch, a music major.

SWIM!
Large Heated Pool
50* 115

DANCE!
Large Maple Floor
Pavilion ,

IS tudents will get their first
i glimpse of the hymn today and
I "That Spartan Team’-’ will also
appear in an early fall -edition.
According to ’Miss Barbara
Bentley, who_organized- the con
I
test, copies of "That Spartan
:learn" will be printed for the
hand and for :other college. bands
who will play the song when the
two colleT.;es get together for grid
I , contests in the fall.
1

20% Discount wrth ASB Card

RIVERSIDE GROVE
17 Miles West of Saratoga on Highway No. 9

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

CORONA .UNDERWOOD
Est.

G A. BLANCHARD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

1900

24 So. 2nd St., CYzess 3-6383

PIZZERIA .NAPOLITANO
Spaghetti

Dinners
‘NA 85c and up

and

1
v 7 Open from II A.M.
to I A.M. .
Clgitd on
1...ciday

Pine
Also
Pizza prepared
to tan out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

Students will probe..., learn the
song from the copy contained, in
the Spartan Daily, when it is
playedov,part" of the band’s repertoire at the games.
Students who submitted song
entries can pick them up in the
Music depart meat office.

Closed

Sunday -

"Everything Barbecued"
15 South Ilth Street

CY 4-4834 -

